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I. INTRODUCTION

Where does Asia want to take international investment law? What manifestation of foreign investment protection rules would best suit Asian interests? These questions are of importance as power-bases shift, as host states become capital-exporting states, and as, increasingly, Asian nations are in a position to influence the nature of international investment law. These circumstances present an opportunity to reshape international investment law and transform its fundamental character from that of imposition to one in which the host state is a genuine participant. To illuminate the difficulties faced by such a task, this paper takes an historical account of the political origins of international investment law. It argues that these origins still resonate within the principles, structures, treaties, and dispute settlement systems of international investment law in the 21st century. As such, part II of this paper examines the socio-political context in which international investment law emerged. Part III considers the manifestation of these origins within the modern framework for the protection of foreign investment. Ultimately, this paper asks how a reconceptualisation of this area of law might be achieved. And whether it is even possible to neutralise the imperialist and Eurocentric origins of international investment law so as to bring about a new approach to foreign investment rules capable of representing the diverse interests of Asia.

II. ORIGINS IN IMPOSITION

As its origins remain alive within its modern manifestation, consideration of the context in which international investment law emerged is crucial in understanding the nature of its current rules. And those origins are deeply immersed within the global expansion of European trading and investment operations that occurred during the 17th to early 20th centuries.¹
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A. International Investment Law as a Tool of European Imperialism

Interestingly, international rules on the protection of foreign-owned property initially emerged from legal arrangements based on reciprocity as established and applied amongst European nations. However, it was the transformation from a regional system into international investment law that changed its character fundamentally. In the transfer of their application to non-European nations, foreign investment and trade protection rules became part of the array of tools used to further the political and commercial aspirations of European states, and, in so doing, became embedded within the processes of colonialism and oppressive protection of commercial interests. As such, international investment law was shaped at a fundamental level through this ‘colonial encounter’ into a mechanism that protected only the interests of capital-exporting states. In this way, the host state was excluded from the protective sphere of investment rules. The host state was, and remains, unable to call upon the rules of international investment law to address damage suffered at the hands of foreign investors — in the context of imperialism, no investor responsibility principles developed. And by the mid-19th century, international investment principles had been constructed, using the language of universality and neutrality, to create an ostensibly objective and apolitical regime, but, in fact, one that largely consisted of protection for investors and obligations for capital-importing states to facilitate trade and investment. This generated a permanent condition of ‘otherness’ in the host state within international investment law that still resonates in its modern context.

B. Contested Spaces

It is important to note that the references in this paper to 17th – 19th century European trading and investment arrangements is due to the sourcing of modern international law

2 Lipson, above n 1, 11–12; see also H Neufeld, The International Protection of Private Creditors from the Treaties of Westphalia to the Congress of Vienna (1648–1815) (1971) 6; Frank Griffith Dawson and Ivan L Head, International Law, National Tribunals, and the Rights of Aliens (1971) 4–5.
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from within European legal interaction. Over the course of history, many groups of nations or peoples have developed international legal regimes to govern their interaction. Indeed, the scope of the foreign trading and investment systems that evolved via Western expansionism from the 1600s through to the early 1900s could not have been contemplated if indigenous trading networks had not already been in place. And although it is an underlying presumption of doctrines of international law, it is certainly a Eurocentric approach to give the impression that the construction of rules and customs to regulate inter-nation trade was in itself an 18th century European invention. For example, foreign trade was so much a part of the culture of certain Asian nations that established protocols had been in existence long before representatives of the East India Companies engaged in negotiations with local rulers. The significance of this point is that the Europeans were not creating legal regimes on a blank canvas. On the contrary, there were political and jurisdictional contests being played out and legal systems vying for preeminence. Benton argues that the emergence of international law from European legal regimes was a process of ‘repetitive assertions of power and responses to power’. And, ultimately, it was the European form of international law, along with its particular focus on private property, which emerged from this contest as the foundation for the modern international legal system.

C. The Duality of Assertion and Creation of International Investment Rules
This dual process of creation and assertion is particularly applicable to international investment law. It was in this context of legal system conflict that Western powers constructed international rules while simultaneously asserting their authoritative character as well-established principles of international law. In disputes over foreign-owned property, investor perspectives were enforced by the military strength of home states and international rules on investor protection were invoked as legitimising the use of force. These rules were asserted as existing law by capital-exporting states when, in fact, they were still in the process of emerging. In other words, the principles of international investment law were instrumental in the imposition and maintenance of Western
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economic and political dominance in the imperial context. International investment law was born out of a process of ‘assertion of power and responses to power’ and these origins have continued to inform its development into the 21st century.

III. RECREATING IMPERIALIST PATTERNS

Modern international investment law remains imbued with fundamentally imperialist approaches to the host state. This is most clearly embodied in its sole focus on investor protection, its non-engagement with the impact of investor activity on the local communities and environment of the host state, the alignment of home state interests with those of the investor, and the categorisation of public welfare regulation as a treaty violation.

A. Lack of Responsiveness to Impacts of Investor Activity

The impact of an international regulatory framework for foreign investment that is solely concerned with investor protection is clearly visible in recent disputes involving allegations of environmental degradation in the host state, human rights abuses, and damage to human health or death as a result of investor activity. Significant conflicts include the operations of the Shell Oil Company in Nigeria, Freeport and Rio Tinto in Indonesia, ChevronTexaco Corporation in Ecuador, Broken Hill Proprietary Co (BHP) in Ok Tedi, Papua New Guinea, and Union Carbide in Bhopal, India.
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There is no avenue of recourse under international investment law to address these complaints. As there is no principle of investor responsibility, international investment law does not respond to the needs of local communities and environments detrimentally affected by investors’ activities. Its sole focus is investor protection. In maintaining this imbalance in the substantive protections of international investment law, this approach recreates the traditional imperialist conceptualisation of the host state as an entity for the use of foreign investors and further cements the ‘otherness’ of the host state within the regulatory framework.

B. Public Welfare Regulation as Treaty Violation

The increasing use of investor-state arbitration to challenge public welfare regulation enacted by the host state is another manifestation of the imperialist culture that is infused through international investment law. It is a mechanism that can be used to reduce host state ‘policy space’ and to perpetuate the traditional level of unimpeded access to the resources of the host state enjoyed by the 19th century foreign investor. As host states pursue their development plans and public welfare needs, new regulation will inevitably affect the previously unimpeded activities of investors. The investor response, however, is to use investor protections in an aggressive manner to constrain host states from carrying out their legitimate regulatory functions.

C. Mutually Supportive Interests of Investors and Capital-Exporting States

The entwining of foreign investors’ interests with those of their home states has a long history. And its modern manifestation has continued to take a number of forms, one of the most visible of which is increasing private sector participation in ‘commercial
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diplomacy’. In developed states, formal collaborative arrangements are common between government and industry on international trade and investment negotiations. Corporate representatives regularly appear as part of overseas diplomatic missions and states have informally negotiated on individual projects in support of their investing and trading nationals. The proliferation of bilateral investment treaties has been linked to the general policies of capital-exporting states seeking to further investment liberalisation and to the lobbying from domestic business organisations, agitating for further investor protection guarantees. This form of closely-bound interaction perpetuates a framework in which the interests of business are conflated into those of the state and the continued evolution of international investment law is driven by that perspective.

D. Bilateral Investment Treaties

The one-sided nature of international investment law is also recreated in the current network of bilateral investment treaties. In the mid-20th century, the decolonisation process led to shifts in the global political landscape. From the perspective of postcolonial states, it was an era initially characterised by optimism, heralding prosperity and autonomy as their emergence from colonial control formally enabled equal participation on the international plane as independent states. For capital-exporting states, it represented a period of new political risk to investments made under colonial regimes. Seeking to conclude bilateral investment treaties was one response amongst many to attempts by developing states to assert forms of international investment law that reflected their interests. Again, this interaction falls within Benton’s framing of legal
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processes as ‘assertions of power and responses to power’. In this case, it was the response of capital-exporting states to the period of postcolonial nationalisations, the assertion of the New International Economic Order, and the rejection by developing nations of proposed multilateral regulatory frameworks for investment.

These bilateral investment treaties contained stringent investor protection standards and guarantees, correlating to the rules repeatedly asserted as international law by capital-exporting states. Amongst other features, they provided for national treatment, most-favoured-nation treatment, minimum standards of treatment, security, and compensation on expropriation. And although the instruments were framed as reciprocal arrangements, they had been drafted by capital-exporting states to protect the interests of their investing nationals and were concluded in unequal political and economic conditions between capital-exporting states and developing states. As such, the expectation was, on the whole, that the capital flows would be one-way and that the obligations assumed under the treaty would also effectively only be on one side. And there is now a network of over 2800 international investment agreements, creating the current international framework of high-level investor protection.

a. Developing States’ Accession to Bilateral Investment Treaties

Why, then, did developing states enter into these bilateral investment treaties and assume obligations to which they had so strongly and consistently objected? A number of factors converged to facilitate the move towards signing bilateral investment treaties. Politically, there was a general swing in the 1980s towards economic liberalisation, and institutions such as the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund adopted specific funding policies to promote trade and investment liberalisation programmes within developing states. This coincided with constricting credit flows to developing states, plummeting
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foreign aid, and increasing debt levels in developing countries. As international sources of finance faltered, developing states were increasingly faced with little option other than foreign investment to fund development programmes. These conditions led to competition amongst developing states to attract foreign investment and signing a bilateral investment treaty was a way in which to gain a competitive advantage over other developing states in the pursuit of capital. The incidental effect of individual accession to bilateral investment treaties, however, further spurred pressure on all developing states to create evermore favourable conditions for investors and to agree to high levels of protection in bilateral investment treaties. And, ironically, this process has resulted in a global web of investment treaties effectively creating the breadth of high level investor protection that capital-exporting states had been seeking in their attempts to conclude a multilateral agreement. Disconcertingly, perhaps, for developing states, there is conflicting empirical evidence as to whether signing bilateral investment treaties actually leads to an increase in investment in-flows to developing states. Furthermore, the regulatory conditions necessary to attract investment and negotiated concessions granted to investors, such as tax exemptions, pollution permits, or labour requirements, can exact a heavy social price from the capital-importing state and cancel out the development benefits of foreign investment. As such, the hoped-for social and economic gains have not necessarily materialised despite the price paid of increased intrusion into areas of
b. South–South Bilateral Investment Treaties

A new pattern has recently emerged in investment treaty-making. While the majority of bilateral investment treaties are still between developed and developing countries, increasingly, developing states are concluding such agreements as amongst themselves, often termed ‘South–South’ bilateral investment treaties. Several commentators argue that this new trend refutes suggestions that international investment agreements serve the neo-liberal interests of the West. This argument, however, ignores an important point — imperialism is not the sole remit of Western states. The West has, of course, been particularly adept at giving expression to imperialism over the last few centuries and at using international investment law to facilitate those commercial and political aspirations. The interesting element to note in the advent of South–South investment treaties is not that imperialism has been overcome and developing states now concur with Western views on investment liberalisation, but that international investment law actually remains a tool of imperialism, albeit in new hands. It continues to be an instrument used in unequal power relations. Certainly, the identity of capital-exporting states is beginning to shift. However, the nature of the mechanism and the way in which it is used remains the same. South–South bilateral investment treaties still tend to involve one stronger party. For example, China has recently embarked on an aggressive programme of concluding bilateral investment treaties in Latin America and Africa to protect its increasing levels of outward foreign investment flows. To this end, it has, for example, entered into bilateral investment treaties with, amongst others, Bolivia, Peru, and
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Cameroon. And the form of treaty between developing states largely follows the templates provided by North–South bilateral investment treaties. In other words, similar stringent investor protections are being imposed on capital-importing states by a politically and economically dominant party. And the first arbitration claim by a Chinese investor was recently filed with the International Centre for the Settlement of Investment Disputes, foreshadowing many more in the future.

However, there are also some encouraging signs. Poulson has identified circumstances in which South–South bilateral investment treaties indicate an attempt to realise a ‘different vision of international investment rules’, one in which softer national treatment obligations and more stringent capital transfer requirements are incorporated. He attributes this development to a more equal negotiating environment between the state parties. If this approach were to continue and expand, a more balanced form of international investment agreement would begin to emerge, genuinely reflecting host state participation.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS: WHAT IS ASIA’S RESPONSE?
How does Asia wish to respond to these latest developments in international investment law? As the diverse interests encompassed within the region span both capital-exporting and importing states, is it possible to design a regulatory regime for investment protection in Asia that can reflect the differing needs of investors and host states? And one that can neutralise the residue of Eurocentrism and imperialism within the nature of international investment law?

A rapidly developing trend in Asia is the strengthening of investor protections under international investment agreements. The substantive provisions are increasingly reflecting those in the traditional North–South bilateral investment treaties, international arbitration clauses are appearing, and Asian investors are utilising international arbitral fora to settle their investment disputes. Asia is in a position to influence the nature of
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international investment law. The question is whether the region will seek to transform the fundamental character of this area of law and address the ‘otherness’ of the host state under international investment agreements.

At this transitional time of entering into new bilateral investment treaties, engagement with the interests of host states as well as those of investors should be considered. New measures could be introduced enabling the host state to invoke international investment agreements for damage suffered as a result of the activities of foreign investors. Provisions preserving host state autonomy on matters of public welfare regulation could be included. Objectives provisions could be redrafted to promote foreign investment for the purposes of sustainable development. A reframing of regional initiatives such as the ASEAN Agreement for the Promotion and Protection of Investments may be possible to introduce notions of ‘responsible investment’ or investment to promote sustainable development. In this way, more balanced international investment agreements may be realised — and Asia may be able to avoid the trap of recreating patterns of imperialism.
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